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Dynamic Composition of Services in Sensor Networks and Its Implementation under
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Abstract—Service modeling and composition is a fundamental method for offering advanced functionality by combining a
set of primitive services provided by the system. Unlike in the
case of web services for which there is an abundance of reliable
resources, in sensor networks, the resources are constrained
and communication among nodes is error-prone and unreliable.
Such a dynamic environment requires a continuous adaptation
of the composition of services. In this paper, we first propose
a graph-based model of sensor services that maps to the operational model of sensor networks and is amenable to analysis.
Based on this model, we formulate the process of sensor service
composition as a cost-optimization problem, which is NPcomplete. We then propose two heuristics for its solution, the
top-down and the bottom-up, and discuss their centralized and
distributed implementations. Using simulations, we evaluate
their performance. Finally, we describe our implementation
of the composition algorithms on the Fabric, a sensor network
middleware infrastructure, produced by IBM UK as part of
the ITA research programme.
Keywords- Service Composition, Sensor Networks, Service
Modeling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network is an ensemble of low-cost
devices that collect raw measurement data from the environment, transform it through a series of operations into
more meaningful aggregate values, and relay these values
(possibly over multiple hops) to base stations, for collection and further processing by end-users. Due to limited
communication bandwidth, node processing and energy resources, sensor network applications are implemented and
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run distributedly over a collection of nodes. Each node
typically provides a basic functionality for operating on
the monitored data, while the network of sensor nodes
collectively provides a composite service to the end-user. For
example, the tracking and object identification application
of Figure 1 is provided by combining acoustic localization,
object identification algorithms and camera-based visual
tracking functionalities.
Early programming frameworks for sensor applications
[1] recognized the need for a component-based design that
compartmentalizes the transformational steps that measurement data must undertake at the source-code level. Recent advances in this area further propose the use of a
high-level language such as Haskell [13], to describe the
interconnection of application components, each of which
is implemented in a lower-level, device-specific language.
However, prior efforts provide a static description of the
sensor network application that does not allow for a flexible
re-engineering of the application at runtime that makes the
service resilient to failures and disconnections. Furthermore,
they are ill-suited for the dynamic sensor network environment, and do not adapt the service model to the everchanging processing and energy resources of the nodes. The
goal of this work is to propose a modeling and composition
framework for sensor services that allows for adaptation of
the service descriptions to the dynamics of the underlying
sensor network deployment.
In this paper, we take a service-oriented approach for
representing sensor network applications and view them as
a collection of component services assembled in a data flow
graph that describes the composite service. Each component
service provides basic operators for transforming the data,
has typed inputs and outputs, and generates metadata that
provides meta-information on the values that are being transformed, as well as on the runtime of the service deployment
that includes processing and communication costs.
Based on this modeling approach, we formulate the
process of dynamic sensor service composition as a costoptimization problem, which can be shown to be NPcomplete. Two heuristics, the top-down and the bottom-up,
are then proposed to solve this problem, which differ on
how the composition process proceeds: from the composite
service description to the identification of the primitive
components that are required to be provisioned, or vice
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versa. Centralized and distributed implementations are also
discussed.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
(i) a sensor network service model that combines data flow
graph representation with metadata information; (ii) the formulation of the sensor service composition process as a costoptimization problem; (iii) two heuristics for performing
dynamic service composition; (iv) simulation results for a
preliminary analysis of these heuristics; and (v) description
of the implementation of service composition in Fabric [15]
middleware infrastructure.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Service composition has enjoyed a continuous attention in
the web services domain, where there are no constraints on
resources and there is high user interactivity. The latter helps
with semi-automated and manual composition approaches
weakening the need for automated composition techniques.
There are several detailed surveys on web services and
composition, e.g., [3], and below we discuss in more detail
efforts that are more closely related to our work.
The authors of [4] use OWL-S (Web Ontology Language
- Services) language to describe the web services with
their inputs and outputs. However their methods are user
supervised as the user selects one or more services for use.
MARIO (Mashup Automation with Runtime Orchestration
and Invocation) [5] utilizes tags chosen by the user to
provide possible composition schemes. Type hierarchies are
used to connect outputs of a service to compatible inputs
of another service in the composition decision process. This
work however, does not take into account the changes in the
network for performing a recomposition. In [6], the authors
propose the use of service equivalence (both semantical and
syntactical equivalence) in order to replace services in a
mobile network where the connections between nodes are
changing rapidly. In Mao et al. [7], a dynamic web service
composition method is proposed that considers quality of
service (QoS) and network characteristics. Their method,
Automatic P ath Creation service (APC), is centralized

and looks for a shortest path from the end-user to the
primitive services. This is similar to what we would like
to achieve. However, our method is amenable to distributed
execution. Furthermore, [7] does not consider the case where
a subset of the output of a service can be used as input to
another service.
In sensor networks, few approaches have been proposed
for service composition. A significant one is [8] in which
the authors provide a method based on logical programming
through backward chaining for combining services. They
model services as statements whose truth depends on their
predicates and they set certain statements true when these
predicates are satisfied. These statements are further used
by other services as predicates. The method is used for
automated inference in sensor networks. Another paper in
the sensor networks domain [9] tries to identify the service
composition that is less likely to be invalid in the near
future due to nodes going to sleep mode etc. The goal is to
minimize the recomposition cost at a later time. In [10], the
authors propose a dynamic flow control solution, applicable
to sensor networks, which uses filters and wires between
services. By using filters on the wires (which are logical
conditions), the user manually blocks data flow whenever
such blocking is needed for the functionality desired in the
current network conditions. Their system still requires user
interaction.
[11] proposes abstract task graphs that consist of abstract tasks and abstract channels. These are mapped to
services (nodes) and possible connections (edges) in the
service graph, respectively. However, this paper does not
address automatic construction or cost measures. Another
work worth mentioning is that of [12]. The authors present
MiLAN, which is a middleware for sensor applications.
MiLAN receives the application requirements in terms of
the information needed and chooses a set of sensors that
can provide this information according to certain quality of
service requirements. However, MiLAN does not provide
composition of services in which outputs of services are
combined to provide inputs of other services.

III. S ENSOR S ERVICE M ODELING AND C OMPOSITION
A service si in a sensor network is defined by the
input data that it accepts, the transformation function that
it applies to its input, the output data that it produces, as
well as metadata that provides additional information that
characterizes the service and its outputs:
si = {inputi = (inputi,1 , ..., inputi,m ),
outputi = (outputi,1 , ..., outputi,k ),
fi (inputi ) → (outputi ), metadatai (t)}.
Although the inputs and outputs of a sensor service change
with time, to abbreviate the notation, we omit the t subscript,
which instead is implied. A service implemented in a sensor
network may be just a source service, which does not
receive any input and only outputs data. Similarly, we can
also have sink services, which do not produce any outputs
(but may take an action instead).
In the above service definition, metadata carries information about the data and the services that process it, following
the approach in [2]. Metadata may contain properties of the
data such as levels of reliability, as well as cost information
and certain characteristics of the service itself, such as
energy consumption per output data produced, processing
delays, number of other services that make use of its outputs,
etc. The service metadata depends on time (t) and each
service has different types of metadata that is transmitted
to other services offered by the sensor network. Metadata
information is used to find which services are most costefficient to use for a given composite service requested by
an end user.
A. Service Graph of a Sensor Network
Service graph of a sensor network, GS , consists of vertices representing services and directional edges representing
the potential data flows between services. The edge directed
from the vertex of service A to the vertex of service B
is created if and only if the output of A and input of B
intersect in some fields (informally, A can provide some of
its outputs to B). Additionally, we require that each input of
B is connected to at least one output of some service (we
assume that by definition, a service requires all its input data
to produce any output). A formal definition of the service
graph is given below:
GS = {V, E} where, V = {si } (one vertex per service) and
(
1 if outputi ∩ inputj 6= ∅ ,
E ⊆ V xV, where ei,j =
0 otherwise.
We also require that properties of the metadata of the
service providing some data as output match with those of
the service that is requesting this data as input.
While the above definition of the service graph requires
exact match between input and output fields of two services

to create an edge between them, this requirement can be
relaxed by using type hierarchies. If a service A’s output
field is a subtype of a service B’s input field, then A can
provide the information that B requires, hence the edge
between them should be allowed.
B. Definition of the Service Composition Problem
In our model, there are two basic types of costs related
to service composition: first, the processing cost of each
service; for example, the energy cost incurred by activating an implementation of a service. Second, the cost of
communication between two services needed to exchange
information (e.g., transfer delay between two services or
load on the network due to service communication). This
cost is interpreted as the edge costs in the service graph.
Service composition requires finding such a subset of
services Sc ⊂ S and data flows between them that each
service in Sc has its inputs provided by at least one service
in Sc that is capable of sending data to it. Furthermore, union
of the outputs of services in Sc must satisfy a user-requested
functionality Φ, given as a set of output fields required by
the end-user and satisfying certain properties:
Φ = {outputΦ,1 , ..., outputΦ,n } .
Service composition may be considered as the task of finding
a certain subgraph of the service graph (GS ) wherein only
a subset of the possible edges (data flows) and vertices
(services) is used. Furthermore, this problem requires that
the cost of the composition is minimized. A formal definition
of the problem1 is as follows: For given GS = {V, E} and
Φ, find the minimum cost VC ⊂ V and EC ⊂ E, such that,
[
(output of Vi ) and,
Φ⊂
Vi ∈VC

∀ Vi ∈ VC , (input of Vi ) ⊂

[

(output of Vj ).

Vj where ej,i ∈EC

According to this definition, an edge ei,j cannot be a part
of the composition scheme unless both Vi (representing
service i) and Vj (representing service j) are selected
for the composition. This problem formulation makes the
composition scheme subject to changes in time since an
optimal composition is dependent on the network conditions
at time t. Services learn the network conditions via the
metadata mechanism.
IV. H EURISTICS FOR DYNAMIC S ERVICE C OMPOSITION
IN S ENSOR N ETWORKS
We introduce two approaches that are named top-down
and bottom-up, with the latter one further divided into two
variants, which differ in the amount of information used to
find the composition. To ensure that the heuristics terminate,
we consider only service graphs that are acyclic and directed.
1 We

have proven that this problem is NP-complete

We leave the consideration of service composition costs on
more general graphs to future work.
A. Top-down Approach
The top-down algorithm starts when the user-request
(which is represented by a sink service) is received. It first
finds a set of services that satisfy its inputs and minimize the
local cost, which is the sum of the cost of services chosen
and communication costs between those services and userrequest. Then, the services that were selected choose their
input providers and so on. A key requirement in this scheme
is that all services at the current level are composed before
any services on the next level are considered. Clearly, this
approach is a breadth-first traversal in the service graph, GS ,
that requires synchronization among sensor nodes involved
in the composition process.
At each level, first, we select the critical services, which
are those that exclusively provide input fields of a service
that are not provided by any other service, since these
services have to be included in any feasible set of services.
To select the remaining services needed for the composition
optimally, we use a well-known heuristic for the set cover
problem. It chooses the service that adds the smallest cost
per each input field covered.
B. Bottom-up Approach
The bottom-up approach sorts topologically the directed
and acyclic service graph GS . At each service, assuming
the possible input providers (neighbors) have composed
themselves, a subset of neighbors are chosen to satisfy input
fields. A filtering function can be applied at this stage to filter
out neighbors with unwanted properties (e.g. high cost, low
reliability etc.).
The bottom-up method (Algorithm 1) is designed following the heuristic for the set cover. At each step, it attempts
to find the neighboring service that has the smallest cost per
new input field that it can provide. The cost is calculated
by the composition graph of the neighbor node and communication cost between the neighbor and the service that
is being composed. Note that, when a service is selected,
its composition graph (compositions[Smin ]) is subtracted
from the graphs of all services that haven’t been used yet
to avoid duplicate additions of services and links between
services. When a service A is chosen to provide input to
another service B, all services and their links that denote
information flow are already used in the composition. At
a later step, when another service C is chosen to provide
input to B, the common services and links between A and
C are not counted towards the cost of C. As in the top-down
approach, critical services are always included first due to
the input fields that are exclusively provided.
The bottom-up method, as described above, incurs significant communication overhead when implemented in a
distributed manner, due to transferring complete composition

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Choosing Services to Cover
Input Set
method find comp(input,output sets,compositions,S)
remaining in = input
remaining out = output sets
composition graph = vertex(service S)
while remaining in! = ∅ do
if ∃ Sj ∈ remaining out is a critical service then
Smin = Sj
else
for each service Sj in remaining out do
Find Smin where
gr cost(compositions[Smin ])+comm cost(Smin −>S)
|remaining in∩Smin |

is smallest
end for
end if
remaining in− = remaining in ∩ Smin
composition graph+ = compositions[Smin ]+
edge(Smin → S)
remaining out− = Smin
for each service Sk in remaining out do
compositions[Sk ]− = compositions[Sk ]∩
compositions[Smin ]
end for
if remaining out == ∅ then
break
end if
end while
return composition graph

subgraphs among the neighbors of a service. An alternative approach transmits only the composition cost of the
subgraph upstream. When a service S chooses a set of
services to utilize in order to satisfy its input, the cost of
this service is sent upstream to services that may utilize
S’s output. Sending the collective cost information incurs
a lighter load on the system. However, less information is
also made available about the composition of a service’s
possible input providers and hence may result in a less costefficient composition. When a service does not know which
services will be utilized by its input providers, it is not
possible for it to reuse the services, potentially increasing
the composition’s cost.
C. Implementing the Composition Selection Algorithm
The selection of composition can be made either in a
centralized way, at a single node that receives information
from all services, or distributedly, wherein each node with
a service assigned to it chooses which services it will use
to satisfy inputs of its service. In the following, the details
of these two approaches are further discussed.
1) Centralized Implementation: uses a single node on
which metadata of each needed service is first collected.

Then, the node runs either the top-down or bottom-up algorithm2 and selects the component services to be activated.
The service graph can be generated at the central node based
on the sensor network topology, which is discovered through
the information collected from every sensor node. This
information includes the set of services (and their metadata)
that the reporting node offers and the communication costs
from that node to its neighboring nodes.
2) Distributed Implementation: makes each node with a
service allocated to it to select, independently of others,
services that it needs to receive inputs for its service. The
advantage of this scheme is its robustness to network faults
and the quick reaction to changes in the network conditions.
Additionally, no single node is selecting the entire composition, avoiding a single point of failure and bottleneck. The
composition process proceeds from bottom to top. In the
distributed implementation, a node selecting services has
only information about its own neighbors, i.e. the services
which could provide input to its service. This information
is included in the metadata that the node receives from its
potential input providers, as described in Section III.
When a composition process starts, messages are sent
from the node at which the end-user request for service
originated (considered to be at the top level of the service
graph) to the nodes capable to provide lower level services.
User-requested data has certain properties that are provided
at the time of the request. According to these properties,
a set of nodes with services whose outputs can satisfy the
request will be considered neighbors of the node from which
the user-request originates. This process repeats until the
necessary information is disseminated downstream to all the
nodes with source services, which do not have any incoming
edges, i.e. any inputs. At that time, the reverse dissemination
process takes place, in which, at each stage, the service
composition algorithm is executed. Once every node with the
service is aware of its smallest composition cost, backward
messaging takes place, where services on certain nodes are
activated. This generates the composition graph.
Mapping the sensor network topology to the service
graph is complicated in the distributed case. Finding which
services can send their data to a given service, as well as
the information on the cost of these services, requires every
node to have global knowledge of the entire topology. Hence,
a mechanism for distribution of service metadata among
nodes is required. Once each node with a service knows
its neighboring services in the services graph3 , the service
costs can be exchanged between the nodes with services.
The distribution of service metadata enables the distributed
implementation of the bottom-up approach. To disseminate
service costs among nodes in the sensor network, a simple
2 either

of those can be optimal in certain cases
should be noted that neighbor relationship of services in the service
graph does not necessarily imply that the nodes that they are implemented
on are neighbors in the network topology.
3 It

protocol like controlled flooding can be used. Furthermore,
such a scheme can also be easily modified to eliminate
costly links between services. For example, if the node on
which a service A is implemented is more than α hops away
from a node that provides another service B, then these
two services might not be regarded as neighbor services. By
using time-to-live when transferring service costs, a virtual
service graph in the sensor network with a time or hop limit
can be created.
D. Dynamic Composition
To dynamically change service composition, metadata information exchanged throughout the network is used. For the
centralized implementation, dynamic composition is similar
to generating the initial one: for each update in the system,
the composition process is re-executed, triggered by the new
costs. In the distributed case, each node with a service will
decide on its new composition graph based on the updates
of its neighbors. When a node with a service updates its
own information, it also notifies its neighbors so that they
can, if needed, change their respective compositions. If a
service (or a link of a service) is not used anymore, the
node running will deactivate its corresponding output links.
If all links of the service are deactivated, the node will stop
the service itself and will send stop signals to every service
that provided input to stopped service.
Finally, an important issue that needs to be considered in
dynamic composition is the frequency of updates. Some of
the metrics, such as residual energy on the nodes that the services are implemented on, change continuously. Therefore a
dynamic composition solution would be triggered constantly
by the change, leading to high overhead. Such a situation can
be prevented by setting up a composition update period, or
an updating scheme. A node running a service can wait for
significant changes in service conditions to notify the central
node or the nodes with neighboring services. Example of
such significant changes are threshold on reliability, critical
low battery level of the sensor node, etc.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION AND FABRIC
I MPLEMENTATION
A. Evaluation of Initial Composition
We evaluate the costs of composition incurred by each
algorithm, given an initial set of services and their costs, as
well as user-requests. For simplicity, activation and communication costs are combined into a single metric that could
correspond for example to the total energy spent by the
algorithm.
To evaluate the composition performance of our algorithms, we created 10,000 distinct cases of services. Of these
cases, 40 are basic ones, each with a unique number of
services varying from 1 to 40. Moreover, 250 variants of
each basic case are generated. In each variant, we assigned
each service a uniformly distributed cost between 0 and
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one. This is due to the lower costs that the top-down
algorithm incurs compared to the bottom-up one in certain
cases, as mentioned before.
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40, while the communication cost between services is also
uniformly distributed between 0 and 50. First, the acyclic
graph is created and then inputs and outputs are assigned
according to the edges that have been created. A random
user-request is chosen from the set of inputs and outputs
defined in the graph. Then, our algorithms are run on this
setting and performance results are collected.
Figure 2 shows that the bottom-up approach creates
compositions with lower cost than the top-down approach.
Furthermore in the bottom-up algorithm, sending the graph
information upstream instead of collective cost information
leads, as expected, to a lower cost of the final compositions.
In Figure 3, the costs of composition for the centralized
and distributed approaches are compared. The centralized
approach implements both the top-down as well as the
bottom-up algorithms, and thus produces better results compared to the distributed one, which implements only the
latter one (bottom-up). It is interesting to note that, although
the top-down approach is much worse on average (as seen in
Figure 2), it still has a certain advantage over the distributed

The distributed approach selects composition based on
the local information. Thus, a change in the local system
conditions, such as service or communication cost change,
deactivation or reactivation of services, immediately triggers
the recomposition of a requested service. In the centralized
approach however, there is a period of recomposition during
which all the services update their information in the central decision making node and the actual recomposition is
performed once this time period is over.
We have used a subset of the services generated for the
experiments described in the previous section. We introduce events to this setting, which change these costs and
activation states of the services. For example, every 0–
20 (uniformly distributed) seconds a random service or a
random link is assigned a new cost, from 0–40 and 0–
50 ranges, respectively. We also change which subsets of
the initial services are still active by choosing a random
service in 0–50 second time periods and deactivating it for
a period of 0–200 seconds. The centralized approach is set
to perform a recomposition every 10 seconds and dynamic
composition triggers a recomposition locally if a service’s or
link’s cost changes significantly. Reactivation or deactivation
of services also trigger a recomposition process. We set the
simulation time of 3000 seconds for each experiment and
service set.
In Figure 4, we present the cost of the composition of
both the centralized and the distributed approach, averaged
over the service operation. It can be seen that the centralized
approach gives lower costs for each case for two reasons.
First, the centralized approach has more information and
generally creates compositions with lower cost than the distributed approach does. The second reason is the triggering
mechanism of distributed approach; to lower the information
overhead, a recomposition is performed only when there is
a significant change in the service costs, and this results in
the higher composition cost than necessary.
Figure 5 shows the activation ratio of services for both
approaches, defined as the percentage of the simulation time
that the user-request service was active. The user-request is
considered active when all services in the composition graph
are satisfied in terms of the inputs that they require. We
observe that, for small number of services, the centralized
approach gives a higher activation ratio, which means that
the reactive recomposition of the distributed approach is not
always helpful, as it is less likely to find the alternative routes
locally. However, the centralized approach recomposes the
services from scratch, hence creating an active composition
more readily. From the figure, it can also be seen that the
distributed approach gives better results for a large number
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of services. This means that the local reactive approach
of distributed composition works well in finding alternate
information flows dynamically.
To summarize, the distributed approach exhibits higher
activation ratio, provided that the alternative compositions
exist for the reactive means to work well. A trade-off
exists since we have lower cost service composition schemes
generated in the centralized approach.
C. Service Composition in the Sensor Fabric
The ITA Sensor Fabric, or Fabric, is a middleware architecture for sensor networks which is designed to simplify
the development and operation of sensor network solutions,
specifically those concerned with how sensors are attached,
discovered, and utilized. In this section we describe our
implementation of the service composition algorithms in this
context, focusing on decisions regarding service modeling
and the messaging structure for metadata transfer as well as
detailing the key aspects of the design. For more information
about the ITA Sensor Fabric, see [15].
For our implementation of service modeling and composition on the Fabric, we map our three types of service onto

Fabric concepts as follows:
• Source Services - Because source services only output
data, we represent them as simple Sensor Feeds,
• Sink Services - Sink services only consume data,
and are therefore represented as actors subscribing to
message feeds,
• Intermediate Services - Intermediate services both
consume and produce data, and are represented as
software services on the Fabric.
The Fabric allows for dynamic subscription to sensor
feeds, and reaching of the service specific information (metadata) through querying the registry, hence it is easy for the
service composition algorithm to perform the input provider
selection. The publish/subscribe mechanism provided by the
Fabric allows for the utilization of sensor feeds from either
source services, or the intermediate services, which may
perform data transformations.
We make use of the Fabric Registry to store and retrieve
information regarding both the composition of services as
well as the routing information, from which we determine
the cost of information flow. The database stores information
regarding services (e.g. security level, input/output, battery
level etc.), and the overhead of metadata transfer for the
service composition is actually the cost of distributing this
information between the Fabric nodes.
Currently we implement our intermediate services as Fablets, software plug-ins running within the Fabric Manager
which have the ability to both publish and subscribe to
sensor feeds, and may apply any algorithm to incoming
messages. Each Fablet receives and produces a set of preset
inputs/outputs, defined in its Fabric Registry entry, and has
the capability to query the Registry for input providers of the
appropriate types. We employ a distributed request/response
mechanism between services to determine their cost and
metadata represented as semantic information.
We have chosen to use a hybrid of the top-down and
bottom-up algorithms with the distributed design for our
implementation in Fabric, since this was much more efficient
in terms of activated services which assert traffic load onto
the sensor network. At each step, the algorithm requests
possible input providers for their composition information,
and these providers recursively continue this process until no
further inputs are required, i.e. the request reaches a source
service. Hence a top-down request scheme transforms into
a bottom-up notification of composition information at each
step. This way, only the services which have the possibility
of running compose themselves, as opposed to all services
constantly trying to compose their input in the bottom-up
approach. Hence we combine the efficiency of the top-down
approach (needed for distributed implementation) with the
composition performance (lower cost compositions) of the
bottom-up approach. We also apply the set cover heuristic
at each step for a service to choose a subset of its possible
input providers to satisfy its input.

We use startup parameters to determine the specific details
of a running service (such as privacy settings, inputs/outputs
etc.), allowing us to have a single generic implementation
of an intermediate service. Control messages handle service
specific functionality, such as configuration messages, requesting metadata or performing compositions etc., while the
information flow between services, such as sensor readings
and processed data, are processed by the normal message
handling features.
Our composition algorithm itself is implemented through
a number of control message types, which determines the
action to be taken based on the control message received.
If this message is of type compose order, the service
must send its composition cost upstream to the requester
through a composition info message. Unless the service has
already calculated its composition information, it gathers
the required information, also by sending a compose order
message, to all of its potential input providers (discovered
through the find possible nodes method).
When a service receives a composition info message, it
stores the cost information using the add new info method.
Once cost information has been received from all possible
input providers, the service calls the select calculate method
which uses a set cover heuristic to choose a subset of the
inputs which fulfill the service’s requirements. Finally, if
the control message is of type activate, this means that this
service has been chosen to be in the final composition, hence
the service subscribes to the previously selected input feeds
from the chosen subset of possible input providers.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND O NGOING W ORK
In this paper a novel method of service modeling and
dynamic composition is described, which is suitable to the
unreliable and dynamic sensor network environments. Two
heuristic algorithms for composition of sensor services are
introduced that differ in the direction of traversing the
service graph during the composition process. Centralized
and distributed implementations of these algorithms are also
described and evaluated through simulations, along with the
associated trade-off between overhead of performing the
composition and the cost of the final composition result.
The implementation and evaluation of the algorithms
proposed in this paper in real systems is the main focus of
our ongoing work. Two runtime environments are targeted
for this purpose: the stream processing language called
SPADE [14] of System S, the large-scale stream processing
system, as well as Sensor Fabric [15].
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